
Base Fix System

Simple partitioning

The Base Fix system is using a foot replacing the post. 
This design is best suited for low height partitioning or 
replacing sporadic posts in large installations, where 
the risk of an impact from moving objects is low.

The foot and panels are connected with bolts and nuts 
that will remain captive even when disassembled, 
fulfilling the requirements of the Machinery Directive.

The system is also suitable for environments where the 
floor will be washed, as the foot is pre-galvanized and 
protected against corrosion.
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FACTS

System Foot

20001008 Foot ST20
39001000 Kit Bolt for 5 feet

Standard foot made in pre-galvanized 3mm plate.
Any colour of your choice can be offered.
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System Panels

ST20 Mesh

For details of the panel type, see separate product sheet.

Base Fix system is tested to withstand an impact of 309
joules with the Base Fix foot and the ST20 mesh panel.
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